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Dear readers,

the users of our mobility system are becoming more and more a central issue. At this year's

ITS Austria conference, the national mobility players reaffirmed their commitment to mobility

as a service for users. The clear learning of the conference is that the way into the future of

mobility can not be a solo effort. Cross-transport cooperation is the key to success. Also in

several AustriaTech projects, cooperation, even across national borders, plays an important

role. PRIO Austria, LinkingDanube and INFRAMIX are some of those projects, which you

can find out more about in the newsletter.

We hope you enjoy reading this newsletter and wish you all the best,

Your smart-mobility-Team / AustriaTech

This was the ITS Austria Conference 2018

In recent years, the ITS Austria Conference has

established as an important industry summit for

national ITS stakeholders and infrastructure operators.

At this year's conference, the current work programme 

and the first implementation measures were

presented. >>> more
© AustriaTech / Zinner

Nomination of the ITS Advisory Board

In the course of the ITS Austria Conference 2018,

Federal Minister Norbert Hofer established the ITS

Advisory Board and nominated its members. >>> more

© AustriaTech / Zinner

Rethinking Transport: TRA 2020



The next Transport Research Arena conference will

take place in Helsinki on 27-30 April 2020 under the

theme "Rethinking transport - towards clean and

inclusive mobility". Information regarding subject matter

are already available on the TRA2020 website. >>>

more
© TRA2020

LinkingDanube at the Danube Region Strategy Meeting

The project "LinkingDanube" presented its concept for

the Danube region at the 17th Steering Group Meeting

of the Danube Region Strategy. The concept deals

with a decentralized system for cross-border

multimodal travel planning and met with great interest.

>>> more
© Interreg Danube Transnational Programme

Future scenarios of automated driving

The automation of road traffic will come. In order to

proactively accompany this development, many

projects at European level are working on various

scenarios. One of them is how to combine automated

and non-automated vehicles on the roads. Learn more

in the video of INFRAMIX. >>> more
© INFRAMIX

Tips

Follow us on Twitter into the future of mobility!

ITS Europe Congress 2019. 3-6 June 2019 in Eindhoven, Netherlands

ITS World Congress 2019. 21-25 October 2019 in Singapore
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